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A density matrix description of 14N overtone nuclear magnetic resonance
in static and spinning solids
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Overtone NMR is an experiment introduced by LeGros, Bloom, Tycko, and Opella, capable of
providing 14N powder spectra devoid of first-order quadrupole broadenings by irradiation and
observation of the nuclear spins at twice their Larmor frequency. This technique constitutes one of
the most promising alternatives for the acquisition of high resolution solid14N NMR spectra from
random powders, particularly if it can be combined with strategies capable of removing the
substantial second-order quadrupole broadenings remaining in the overtone line shapes. In order to
facilitate the search for these averaging manipulations, we present here a theoretical description of
the overtone experiment based on the time-domain propagation of density matrices. It is shown that
by combining perturbation methods with appropriate rotating-frame transformations and
diagonalizations, overtone spin-1 phenomena can be described using a single set of fictitious
spin-1/2 operators. By contrast to conventional spin-1/2 irradiation and detection processes,
however, overtone manipulations involve an unusual angular dependence on the azimuthal angle
defining rotations about the main Zeeman magnetic field. This behavior introduces unexpected
complications toward the narrowing of overtone resonances by conventional sample spinning
techniques. Nevertheless, it can still be shown that the removal of all spin-1 anisotropies by certain
forms of dynamic-angle spinning overtone NMR remains feasible. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~99!01806-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! is one of the meth-
ods of choice for analyzing structural and dynamic proble
over a wide range of polycrystalline or amorphous solids1,2

Much of this success arises from the development of a v
ety of time-dependent spin-manipulation techniques, wh
allow one to discriminate signals arising from inequivale
chemical sites in spite of the anisotropic character of hi
field spin interactions. This coherent averaging of aniso
pies was achieved decades ago for spin-1/2 systems via
introduction of magic-angle spinning~MAS! and of hetero-
and homonuclear decoupling techniques.3–6 Obtaining a
similar degree of resolution proved more elusive for the i
portant case of nuclei with spinS>1 due to the sizable first
and second-order quadrupolar broadenings arising from
teractions between these spins and their surrounding ele
field gradients.7 For the case of half-integer quadrupolar n
clei it had long been known that these anisotropies can
bypassed to first order by constraining the NMR observa
to the central21/2↔11/2 transition,8 but only recently it
has been shown that the second-order effects remainin
the spectra can be further removed by active averaging m
ods such as double rotation~DOR!, dynamic-angle spinning
~DAS!, or multiple-quantum~MQ! MAS NMR.9–13

In spite of all these developments there is still an imp
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tant isotope that so far has escaped from the realm of h
resolution solids NMR; it is14N, a spin-1 nucleus. With a
99.6% natural abundance, this NMR-active nucleus is
most common of nitrogen’s isotopes. Its two allowed Ze
man transitions, however, are subjected to large first-
second-order quadrupole effects, which have hitherto p
vented14N NMR characterizations of inequivalent sites
powdered samples. Even in solution phase,14N spectroscopy
is of limited use due to the strong line broadening caused
quadrupolar relaxation. Still, since in the case of so
samples individual single crystals are known to yield re
tively sharp14N signals,14 it should in principle be possible
to retrieve high resolution spectra from their powders by
ing a suitable combination of coherent averaging techniqu
A most promising starting point for the acquisition of su
spectra is the pulsed overtone14N NMR experiment, an ap-
proach first demonstrated by LeGros and Bloom for the c
of single crystals15 and subsequently expanded and analyz
in detail by Tycko, Opella, and co-workers in connecti
with studies of powdered samples and of orient
systems.16–20 At the center of this insightful experiment lie
the idea of overcoming the nearly intractable excitation a
detection challenges posed by the megahertz-wide first-o
14N quadrupole broadenings by monitoring ‘‘forbidden
11↔21 overtone transitions, whose magnetic dipole s
nals become directly observable by virtue of quadrupo
induced violations in the usual high-fieldDm561 NMR
selection rule. This in turn leads to spectra that are so
affected by second-order quadrupole effects which altho
il:
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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large (104– 105 Hz), could conceivably be scaled or eve
averaged away by manipulations of the spatial terms in
spin Hamiltonian.

At least two studies have discussed the feasibility
achieving distinctions among inequivalent sites with the
of this type of line narrowing and overtone techniques.
part of their seminal work on14N overtone spectroscopy Ty
cko and Opella demonstrated that sample spinning has
found effects on the shape and resonance frequency o
overtone line shape, although the line narrowing that co
have been expected on the basis of previous variable a
spinning NMR experiments did not materialize.18 More re-
cently, Takegoshi and Hikichi discussed the possibility
removing second-order broadenings by DAS and DOR m
ods, and concluded that whereas the former would not p
vide the expected line narrowing the latter could in princip
have a chance to succeed.21 Stimulated by these observa
tions, we decided to revisit overtone NMR and focus on
possible combination with averaging techniques capable
sharpening the14N NMR lines. Previous studies have carrie
out similar analyses in the frequency domain, using a co
bination of perturbation theory for calculating the freque
cies of the overtone transitions and transition moments
estimating the corresponding signal intensities.18,21 By con-
trast we present here an analysis based on the time prop
tion of density matrices, which is the approach most f
quently employed in interpretations of other types of tim
dependent coherent averaging experiments.22,23 For the case
of static sample experiments~Sec. II! this procedure yields
spectral predictions that are, when dealing with small ex
tation pulse widths and on-resonance irradiation, nearly
incident with those arising from the predictions
frequency-domain/transition-moment calculations. The tim
domain treatment, however, also provides insight into
buildup of overtone coherences by rf irradiation under d
ferent conditions, describes the nutation distortions that
be expected under optimal signal-to-noise excitation, p
dicts the feasibility of storing and recalling overtone coh
ences even in powder samples with a relatively high deg
of efficiency, and further clarifies a number of differenc
and similarities between time-domain overtone NMR a
double-quantum NMR experiments. Upon considering
effects of sample rotation the density matrix analysis ma
a number of distinct predictions~Sec. III!, including one ac-
cording to which spinning a sample will split an overto
powder pattern into several shifted centerbands and
yield broader signals than static experiments for a majo
of spinning angles. This phenomenon agrees well with
observations of Tycko and Opella, and it conspires aga
the successful use of MAS or DOR toward the line narro
ing of overtone powder patterns. Nevertheless it is sho
that these complications can be avoided by certain type
DAS experiments~Sec. IV!, which by eliminating the
spinning-induced splittings of the centerbands present a g
opportunity for retrieving high resolution solid state14N
NMR spectra from powdered samples.
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II. THEORY OF OVERTONE NMR ON STATIC
SAMPLES

This section introduces a time-domain density matrix d
scription of the pulsed overtone NMR experiment as it a
plies to static14N spin ensembles, following in as much a
possible the nomenclature and approximations employe
Refs. 15 and 18. Toward this end we will consider aS51
spin ensemble consisting of isolated nuclei affected by Z
man, quadrupolar, and chemical shift interactions, and wh
is occasionally acted upon by a rf field. The total laborato
frame spin Hamiltonian can in this case be expressed
angular frequency units, as a sum of static internal and
ternal interactions plus a time-dependent rf irradiation ter7

Htotal
lab 5Hstatic

lab 1Hrf
lab~ t !5HZ1HQ1Hcs1Hrf

lab~ t !, ~1!

where

HZ52gB0Sz52v0Sz ~2!

denotes the usual Zeeman coupling to a static applied m
netic fieldB0 assumed parallel to thez axis,

HQ5vq@A6T20
PAS1h~T22

PAS1T222
PAS!# ~3!

describes the untruncated quadrupolar interaction in its p
cipal axes system in terms of the quadrupole frequencyvq

5(e2qQ/h)/@4S(2S21)# and of irreducible spherical ten
sor operators$T2m

PAS%22<m<2 , Hcs is the full chemical shield-
ing Hamiltonian, and

Hrf
lab~ t !52v1~Sx sinx1Sz cosx!cos~v irrt1f! ~4!

describes the coupling between the spins and a monoc
matic radiation possessing an oscillation frequencyv irr , an
amplitude 2v152gB1 , a phasef, and an arbitrary orienta
tion x with respect to the Zeeman field. Under the effects
this Hamiltonian the density matrixr describing the spin
ensemble will evolve according to the Liouville–von Ne
mann equation

i ṙ5@Hstatic
lab 1Hrf

lab~ t !,r# ~5!

starting from what will be assumed an initial stater0 .
The exact analytic integration of such an equation,

volving 333 Hamiltonians that do not self-commute and a
time dependent, is problematic. The usual approach to
resolution involves neglecting all elements that are nonse
lar in the Zeeman representation, and then proceeding in
frame rotating at approximatelyv irr in order to eliminate the
time dependence included inHrf

lab(t).22 Both steps would be
premature in the overtone treatment, which is known to r
on the nonsecular terms in the static Hamiltonian.15–20 The
integration of Eq.~5! can be simplified by following in the
footsteps of previous overtone analyses and assuming
the quadrupolar interaction can be taken as a perturbatio
the dominant Zeeman term.15,18 This approximation is justi-
fied by the fact that typical14N quadrupole coupling frequen
cies are usually an order of magnitude smaller than th
Zeeman counterparts~1–4 vs 10–40 MHz!, and its validity
has been extensively confirmed in related analyses
quadrupole-perturbed13C–14N dipolar interactions.24 With
the aid of this assumption, standard perturbation theory
be exploited to calculate the tilting matrixT that diagonal-
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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izes the quadrupole-perturbed HamiltonianHstatic
lab . Up to a

second-order correction of the energy levels this matrix
given by25

T53
1 2

e f *

&

eg

2

e f *

&
1

e f

&

2
eg*

2
2

e f

&
1
4 , ~6!

wheree5vq /v0 describes the ratio between the quadrup
lar and Zeeman interactions, andf, g are complex geometric
functions depending on the set of Euler angles~a, b, g!
relating the principal axes systems of the quadrupolar and
Zeeman interactions. These functions have been explic
described by Tycko and Opella in their analysis of overto
spectroscopy,18 and one of their most interesting features is
dependence on the usually irrelevantg-angle defining rota-
tions about the static Zeeman field:

f ~a,b,g!5eigF~a,b!, ~7a!

g~a,b,g!5ei2gG~a,b!, ~7b!
c
ca

il
e

se
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where as noted in Ref. 18

F~a,b!53 sinb cosb2h~cos 2a sinb cosb

1 i sin 2a sinb!, ~8a!

G~a,b!5~3/2!sin2 b1h@cos 2a~11cos2 b!/2

1 i sin 2a cosb#. ~8b!

The T matrix carries in its columns the coefficients d
scribing the quadrupole-perturbed eigenstates of a sp
system, which correspond to a ‘‘corrected’’ basis set in ter
of which all spin operators involved in the overtone NM
experiment should be expressed. In other words, wherea
conventional high-field NMR it is sufficient to express th
elements of any spin operatorO in the usual Zeeman basi
set

Omm85^m8uOum&, ~9!

the explicit consideration of first-order quadrupole effects
quires implementing the additional transformation

OT5T †OT ~10!

before carrying out any secular truncation of interactio
Application of this tilting transformation onHstatic

lab results in
a HamiltonianHstatic

T ,
Hstatic
T 5Fv~1!1v~2!1vcs2v01O~e3!

e~ f 2 f * !/&1O~e2,e3!

2eg* /21O~e3!

e~ f * 2 f !/&1O~e2,e3!

22v~1!1O~e3!

e~ f * 2 f !/&1O~e2,e3!

2eg/21O~e3!

e~ f 2 f * !/&1O~e2,e3!

v~1!2v~2!2vcs1v01O~e3!
G , ~11!
a

tic
where

v~1!5vq~3 cos2 b211h cos 2a sin2 b!/2, ~12a!

v~2!5
vq

2

v0
~ uFu21uGu2! ~12b!

are the so-called first- and second-order quadrupole effe
vcs includes the usual isotropic and anisotropic chemi
shift terms, andO(en) denotes terms of ordern in a vq /v0

expansion.
In order to evaluate the effects that the radiation w

have on a density matrix it is also necessary to express th
term of the spin Hamiltonian in this tilted eigenstate ba
This results in

Hrf
T5T †Hrf

LabT52v1~Sx
T sinx1Sz

T cosx!cos~v irrt1f!,

~13!

where the spin operators are now defined as
ts,
l

l
rf
.

Sx
T5T †SxT

5
1

& 3
e~ f 1 f * !

&
12

eg

2
&e f

12
eg*

2
2&e~ f 1 f * ! 11

eg

2

&e f * 11
eg*

2

e~ f 1 f * !

&

4 ~14a!

and

Sz
T5T †SzT53

1 2
e f *

&
eg

2
e f

&
0

e f *

&

eg*
e f

&
21

4 . ~14b!

These matrices show explicitly how the introduction of
quadrupole perturbation allowsSx andSz to connect, through
terms such ase f andeg, states that differ by two quantum
numbers and which are normally devoid of direct magne
dipole transitions.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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To remove the time dependence still remaining in
tilted frame irradiation Hamiltonian@Eq. ~13!# it is necessary
to transform all the interactions into an appropriate rotat
frame. This can be carried out by applying on all Hamilt
nians a rotation of the spin operators about thez axis of the
Zeeman interaction. This transformation will proceed,
usual,22 at a ratev0 , and is consequently defined by th
operator

R5exp~2 iv0Sz!5exp~ iv0&T10!. ~15!
Downloaded 14 Oct 2001 to 132.76.33.15. Redistribution subject to AI
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Transformation into the rotating frame yields the revis
evolution equation

i ṙR5@Hstatic
R 1Hrf

R2v0&T10,rR#, ~16!

where the rotating frame density matrix is

rR5R†rTR, ~17a!

the relevant part of the rotating frame static Hamiltonian w
only involve its time-independent secular elements
at

ly the
rtone

ice the
rotating
ll arise via
ion
Hstatic
R 5~R†Hstatic

T R!secular5Fv~1!1v~2!1vcs2v0

0
0

0
22v~1!

0

0
0

v~1!2v~2!2vcs1v0

G , ~17b!

and the rf interaction is

Hrf
R~ t !5R†Hrf

TR5v1~Sx
R sinx1Sz

R cosx!@expi ~v irrt1f!1e2 i ~v irrt1f!#. ~17c!

The tilted/rotating frame operators$Si
R% i 5x,z in this rf Hamiltonian are time dependent because of the fast rotation thR

imposes aboutT10; the commutation relation

@T10,Tkm#5mTkm ~18!

allows one to express these time dependencies as

Sx
R5R†Sx

TR5
1

& 3
e~ f 1 f * !

&
S 12

eg

2 De2 iv0t &e f e22iv0t

S 12
eg*

2 Deiv0t 2&e~ f 1 f * ! S 11
eg

2 De2 iv0t

&e f * e2iv0t S 11
eg*

2 Deiv0t
e~ f 1 f * !

&

4 ~19a!

and

Sz
R5R†Sz

TR53
1 2

e f *

&
e2 iv0t ege22iv0t

2
e f

&
eiv0t 0

e f *

&
e2 iv0t

eg* e2iv0t e f

&
eiv0t 21

4 . ~19b!

At this point it is justified to apply also on this rf Hamiltonian the usual secular approximation, according to which on
time independent matrix elements in theHrf

R Hamiltonian need to be conserved. When irradiation occurs close to the ove
condition

v irr'2v0 , ~20!

this implies that the only terms that will be preserved inSx
R , Sz

R are those situated two rows off the main diagonal@cf. Eq.
~17c!#. In other words, the secular irradiation Hamiltonian will be given by

Hrf
R5v1eF 0

0
~ f * cosx1g* sinx!e2 if

0
0
0

~ f cosx1g sinx!eif

0
0

G . ~21!

This treatment shows how, as indicated previously on the basis of transition moment analyses,15,18 overtone irradiation is
capable of connecting states differing by two quantum numbers through the absorption of radiation oscillating at tw
fundamental Larmor frequency. The fact that this density matrix derivation entailed a transformation into the usual
frame also stresses the fact that the coherent states excited by overtone irradiation are the same as those that wi
conventional double-quantum time domain excitation,26 even if this latter method does not require a tilting of the excitat
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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operators but involves rather the indirect connection ofu11& and u21& states via single-quantumu11&↔u0&↔u21&
transitions.27 Because of this stepwise character double-quantum excitation cannot be properly described as a t
process; the overtone rf Hamiltonian on the other hand connects exclusively the tiltedu11& and u21& eigenstates and thu
enables one to picture the corresponding density operator within this bidimensional subset of the original Liouville
Furthermore, since first-order quadrupole effects affect these two states with equal strength regardless of a cry
orientation they can be ignored altogether, and the relevant overtone excitation Hamiltonian can be expressed in te
fictitious spin-1/2 Hamiltonian as

Hexcite
R 5~Hstatic

R 1Hrf
R! u11&,u21&5F vcs1v~2!

v1e~ f * cosx1g* sinx!e2 if
v1e~ f cosx1g sinx!eif

2vcs2v~2! G , ~22!
m
o

in

n

io
m
tio

th

e
to

lso
lu-
c-

er.
al-
where the$u11&,u21&% subscript stresses the contraction fro
an originally three-dimensional spin space to a now tw
dimensional~2D! overtone space.

This Hamiltonian describes the overtone excitation
terms of a longitudinal ‘‘off-resonance’’ term arising from
second-order quadrupolar plus chemical shift interactio
and of an ‘‘irradiation’’ field positioned in thex–y plane of
the rotating frame@Fig. 1~A!#. In spite of its simplicity there
are peculiarities that differentiate this overtone excitat
Hamiltonian from conventional spin-1/2 counterparts, so
of which have already been noted on the basis of transi
moment analyses.15,18 One of them relates to thee factor
scaling the rf irradiation term; this reduces considerably
t

an

-

e

g
d

co
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efficiency of the excitation field, will in general prevent th
neglect of the off-resonance component, and may lead
substantial orientation-dependent nutation distortions. A
unusual is the behavior arising upon considering the evo
tion thatHexcite

R imposes on the spin density matrix as a fun
tion of the excitation timet. To appreciate this effect it will
be assumed that at time zero the latter is given by

r0>
v0

4kT
Sz5aBSz , ~23!

that is, with spins aligned in a purely Zeeman thermal ord
The spin evolution will then be determined by the eigenv
uesl1 , l2 of the nutation Hamiltonian
l152l25A~vcs1v~2!!21~v1e!2@ u f u2 cos2 x1ugu2 sin2 x1Re~ f * g!sin 2x#, ~24!
ita-
be
l be
and by its diagonalization matrixV,

V5F n1

n2*
2n2

n1
G , ~25!

where

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the nutation fields characterizing
excitation of coherences in overtone NMR.~A! Effective field correspond-
ing to a single~a, b, g! orientation between the quadrupolar and Zeem
tensors, characterized by a longitudinal componentv i and a transverse ir-
radiation fieldv' . When assuming ‘‘typical’’14N site parameters and ac
quisition conditions (e2qQ/h53 MHz, hq50, vcs50, v0/2p521 MHz, rf
field strengthv1/2p5150 kHz, x590°), calculations predict an averag
powder nutation fieldveff/2p'68.5 kHz and an inclination for this fieldu
'9.1° for a singleg50 ° value.~B! Overtone nutation fields characterizin
a single~a, b! orientation and differentg angles between the Zeeman an
quadrupolar tensors. The integrated excitation field^veff&g is in this case
longitudinal, and the average coherence excited over the powder will
sequently appear null.
n15
vcs1v~2!1l1

A2l1~vcs1v~2!1l1!
, ~26a!

and

n25
v1e~ f sinx12g cosx!eif

A2l1~vcs1v~2!1l1!
. ~26b!

Integration of the time evolution equation@Eq. ~16!# then
results in the fictitious spin-1/2 density matrix

rR~t!5F r11

r121

r211

r2121
G ~27!

whose populations evolve as

r1152r21215aB@~ un1u22un2u2!2

14un1u2un2u2 cos~2l1t!#/2 ~28a!

and its coherences as

r2115~r121!* 5aB Re~n2* n1!@ un1u2~12e2il1t!

2un2u2~12e2il2t!#. ~28b!

This equation shows a peculiar property of overtone exc
tion, as it predicts that the total spin coherence that will
excited by an overtone pulse over a powdered sample wil
zero. Indeed the off-diagonal elements inrR(t) are propor-
tional, through their linearn2 term, to thef andg functions

he

n-
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. Static14N overtone powder spectra predicted for a single14N site with coupling and acquisition parameters as described in Fig. 1, as a function o
indicated anglesx between the coil andB0 . Inset: Idealu11&↔u21& NMR spectrum expected solely on the basis of the orientation dependenc
second-order effects; since the excitation and detection efficiencies of all crystallites are in this case assumed equal nox dependence arises. Top row: NMR
spectra calculated using a transition moment analysis according to which peak positions are given by the second-order quadrupolar frequenc
intensities are weighted by the absolute square of the overtone transition momentue/2( f cosx1g sinx%u2. Center row: NMR spectra calculated after the fu
time domain propagation of the spin density matrix through the rf pulse and the free evolution, assuming a relatively short~5 ms! excitation pulse applied at
the exact overtone conditionv irr52v0 . Bottom row: NMR spectra calculated by the density matrix method for conditions that maximize the signal
experiment (v irr52v0270 kHz, pulse width530ms—see Fig. 4!; the absolute intensities of these spectra are an order of magnitude higher than those
traces depicted in the center row. A thousand~b,g! powder orientations were considered in these simulations.
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which as noted above possesseig ande2ig dependencies with
respect to rotations about the Zeeman magnetic field@Eq.
~7!#. The need to carry out for each~a,b! orientation of the
quadrupolar tensor a sum over thisg angle, will therefore
result in the apparent destructive cancellation of
$r121 ,r211% off-diagonal elements when considering the
excitation over a random powder@Fig. 1~B!#.

In spite of this prediction, overtone signals have be
collected not only from single crystals but also from po
crystalline samples. The feature that from a quantum m
chanical point of view allows one to observe nonzero sign
in the latter cases stems from the fact that the overtone
induction decay~FID! comes not as a result of calculatin
the expectation valuêS1& of the detection operator in th
usual rotating frame, but from its value in the tilted/rotati
frame introduced above. Indeed, the formalism leading
Eq. ~28! can be extended to the evaluation of the magn
dipole signals that spins will induce during their free evo
tion. When carried out in its entirety this calculation predic
the generation of an observable oscillating at twice the L
mor frequency and given by

S~ t !5Tr@e2 i2~vcs1v~2!!tSzrR~t!ei2~vcs1v~2!!tSzS1
R #, ~29!

where the exponential operators describe the evolution
rR(t) under the effects of the hitherto time-independe
quadrupole and shielding interactions, andS1

R is the overtone
quadrature detection operator in the tilted rotating frame
can be shown that the fictitious spin-1/2 matrix represen
this operator is
Downloaded 14 Oct 2001 to 132.76.33.15. Redistribution subject to AI
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S1
R 5F 0

e

2
~ f cosx1g sinx!

0 0
G , ~30!

and when replaced into Eq.~29! this yields an analytic de-
scription of the single-pulse overtone FID which can be su
marized as

S~ t !5e2c~t,a,b,g,x!ei2~vcs1v~2!!t@d1~a,b,g!sin2 x

1d2~a,b,g!cos2 x1d3~a,b,g!sin 2x#. ~31!

This expression, further expanded in the Appendix, has b
arranged so as to stress the FID’s dependence on the irr
tion anglex. The c coefficient contains in it the excitation
parameters, whereas the$di% i 51 – 3 coefficients depend on th
Euler angles orienting the Zeeman field with respect to
quadrupole tensor. The weighted integration of this sig
over all powder orientations followed by a Fourier transfo
mation leads to the nonzero spectral distributions shown
the center row of Fig. 2, calculated for a variety of excitati
conditions as a function of thex angle between the
irradiation/detection coil and the external magnetic fieldB0 .
Also shown in this Fig. 2 are the powder line shapes p
dicted by transition moment analyses like those origina
presented by Tycko and Opella18 and, for the sake of com
pleteness, an idealx-independent second-order line sha
such as the one characterizing a nutation-free excitation
expected, line shapes derived from frequency domain tra
tion moment analyses resemble the ones which will be
served upon using small excitation angles, but differ cons
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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erably from the powder patterns that will result wh
employing pulsed NMR conditions that have been optimiz
for the highest signal-to-noise condition~Fig. 2, bottom
row!.

The overtone FID can also be rewritten as

S~ t !5e2c~t,a,b,x!ei2~vcs1v~2!!t (
m51

2

(
n51

2

@hmn~a,b,x!eimg

3cos~ng!1kmn~a,b,x!eimg sin~ng!#, ~32!

where the coefficients involved are again listed in the A
pendix. This expression allows one to appreciate why,
spite of the sinusoidal amplitude modulation imparted by
rf pulse exciting the overtone coherences, their signals
still observable even in the case of random powders:
though overtone spin coherences acquire upon excita
$cos(ng),sin(ng)% angular dependencies via the Re(n2*n1)
term in Eq.~28b!, their demodulation byS1

R endows them
with additionaleig, ei2g factors that will result in nonzero
averages even after integration over the complete 0<g
<2p sphere. By contrast,u11&↔u21& coherences excited
by conventional double-quantum Larmor irradiation lack t
$cos(ng),sin(ng)% angular dependence, and their signals w
thus be unobservable by overtone NMR methods un
dealing with single crystals or withg-oriented samples.15

Conversely,u11&↔u21& coherences excited from isotrop
powders by overtone irradiation will not yield observab
signals if one attempts to monitor them using the indir
detection scheme normally employed in 2D double-quan
NMR. To some extent it is possible to establish an analo
between these differing behaviors displayed by overtone
double-quantum coherences, and the more familiar situa
arising when spin-1/2 coherences are excited by radially
homogeneousB1 gradients or by homogeneousB1 rf fields
~Fig. 3!.28 Also in these cases it is possible to obtain mac
scopic NMR signals using either type of approach, provid
that the same type of rf coil that is used for the excitation
the coherences is also used for the subsequent detect29

Furthermore, it has been shown that interesting effects
arise if during the excitation or the demodulation of the s
nal by means of a phase-inhomogeneousB1 field spins un-
dergo physical displacements, including irreversible dec
in the case of random molecular displacements and ti
dependent phase shifts if the molecular motions
coherent.30 As is discussed in more detail in Sec. III, simil
considerations apply to the case of overtone experim
provided that the dynamics involve molecular reorientatio
rather than a displacement of the spins.

Before concluding the static overtone analysis it is wo
exploring the predictions that the density matrix treatm
makes with regards to the relative efficiency with whi
overtone irradiation can exciteu11&↔u21& coherences un
der realistic conditions. A previous observation that is co
sistent with the time-domain calculations resulting from E
~31! relates to the improvement in signal intensity that can
expected with the introduction of off-resonance irradiati
offsets@Fig. 4~A!#.18 Apparently, these offsets of the rf ca
rier frequency from the 2v0 overtone condition help com
pensate for the deleterious effects introduced by the do
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nant longitudinal second-order quadrupole termv (2) in the
excitation of the coherences. An increase in the amoun
excited overtone coherence is also brought about by u
increasingly stronger rf field strengths@Fig. 4~B!#. According
to these graphs it seems possible to excite, under favor
but realistic conditions, up to 25% of the maximum cohe

FIG. 3. Analogy between theB1 field distributions generated by homoge
neous or by radially inhomogeneous rf fields, and the transverse excita
fields characterizing conventional double-quantum or overtone sp
troscopies. In theB1 gradient case the rf excitation and the signal pick
profiles coincide, and are characterized by a simple radial dependence o
spatial positions. In the overtone case the excitation of coherences is
acterized by$cos(ng),sin(ng)%n51,2 orientational dependencies and their d
tection by$e6 ing%n51,2. In all cases, the presence of longitudinal offsets h
been ignored.

FIG. 4. Nutation behavior of the overtone coherence excitation as a func
of ~A! the rf irradiation offset with respect to 2v0 ; ~B! the intensity of the
rf irradiation field. Plots were obtained assuming an initial equilibrium de
sity matrixr05Sz , the coupling and acquisition parameters listed in Fig.
and ax590° excitation/detection angle. A singleg50° value was consid-
ered in these calculations in order to avoid the destructive cancellation
would otherwise occur upon integration; otherg orientations were found to
display qualitatively similar behaviors.
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ence that can be expected from a quadrupole-free14N NMR
experiment even when dealing with a powder. Unfortunate
the overtone signals that can be detected are still cons
ably attenuated due to both thee factor appearing in the
detection operator as well as due to partial cancellations
curring upon integrating over theg angles; under optimized
excitation conditions we found that the initial point of a pow
der overtone FID amounts to between 1% and 2% of
theoretical limit of its quadrupole-free Larmor counterpa
Nevertheless it is worth noting that because of the rela
efficiency with which spins can be manipulated by overto
pulses and because of the two-level nature of this experim
it is feasible to follow the excitation of overtone coherenc
by their storage along thez axis, a manipulation that will be
relevant when considering the possible application of D
techniques to the narrowing of the overtone powder l
shapes. Finally, since theory predicts that theu11&↔u21&
coherences that can be excited by either overtone irradia
or by double-quantum Larmor spectroscopy correspond
the same state~their density matrices are described in t
same rotating frame!, it is worth comparing the relative ex
citation efficiencies of these two experiments. For the cas
a single crystal both methods can, under favorable co
tions, achieve a complete transformation of the spin pop
tions into transverse coherences@Fig. 5~A!#, with the Larmor
process being characterized by a faster nutation rate. W
dealing with powdered samples the efficiency of o
resonance Larmor excitation is usually higher than that
on-resonance overtone excitation; an optimized o

FIG. 5. Comparison between the nutation behaviors expected for the
tation of u11&↔u21& coherences under the effects of an overtone pu
~—! and of a Larmor frequency pulse~---!. All calculations assumed an
initial r05Sz equilibrium condition, as well as the coupling and acquisiti
parameters mentioned in Fig. 1.~A! Single crystal behavior calculated fo
b590°, g50°; the overtone irradiation was considered at exactly 2v0 .
~B! Powdered sample behavior calculated forg50° ~to avoid destructive
cancellation! and an overtone irradiation270 kHz away from the exact 2v0

position @to maximize the powder signal, see Fig. 4~A!#.
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resonance overtone irradiation, however, yields a lar
amount of coherences than its optimized Larmor counter
@Fig. 5~B!#.

III. OVERTONE NMR ON ROTATING SOLIDS

The density matrix theory described in Sec. II provide
general framework for analyzing time-domain overto
NMR experiments on spin-1. Manipulations that would
particularly worth exploring are those which can scale do
or even remove completely the anisotropic broadeningsv (2)

andvcs affecting the overtone spectra, as these would ena
the implementation of high resolution14N NMR on random
powders. A strategy that is widely used in NMR spectro
copy toward the achievement of this goal consists of rapi
spinning the sample at an angle with respect to the magn
field B0 .31,32 This approach was experimentally assayed
Tycko and Opella during the course of their comprehens
overtone NMR studies but it failed to reduce the linewidth
overtone powder patterns, and resulted instead in an appa
broadening and displacement of the signals.18 We would like
to discuss in this section how the density matrix formalis
presented above predicts this unusual type of behavior.

In order to better point out the characteristics arisi
upon introducing sample spinning, the system to be con
ered here will be somewhat simplified compared to the o
treated in Sec. II. We will assume that the spin-1 syst
excited by overtone irradiation is solely under the local a
tion of a symmetric quadrupolar interaction, and that the
citation and signal demodulation are timed so as to have t
relative rf phases equal to zero. The revised nutation Ham
tonian will therefore be given by

Htotal
lab 5HZ1HQ1Hrf

lab ~33a!

52v0Sz1vqA6T20
PAS12v1~Sx sinx1Sz cosx!

3cos~2v0t !; ~33b!

furthermore it will be assumed that the spinning and the
coil axes are collinear to each other and thereforex will
define both the rf axis of irradiation as well as the orientat
of the spinner with respect toB0 .

As in the static case, the first step in this spinning ov
tone analysis consists of transforming the untruncated q
drupolar interaction from its principal axis frame into th
principal system of the laboratory frame. This implies rewr
ing HQ as22

HQ5 (
m522

2

~21!mT2mR22m

5vq@A6T20aS~ t !1T21f S~ t !2T221f S* ~ t !1T22gS~ t !

1T222gS* ~ t !#, ~34!

where the leading term describes the usual first-order q
drupolar interaction, thef S and gS polynomials correspond
to terms that will eventually define the tiltingT matrix @Eq.
~6!#, and theS subscripts have been added to stress the
these are now time-dependent functions corresponding to
spinning sample case. Now, however, we depart from

ci-
e
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static case, and instead of expressing these polynomia
term of a single set of Euler angles relating quadrupolar
Zeeman tensors these are written in terms of two subseq
rotations: a first one involving anglesV15(a,b,g) and re-
lating the quadrupolar system to a frame of reference fi
on the sample’s rotor, and a second one transforming
spinning axis system into the laboratory frame via a tim
dependentV25(v r t,x,0) rotation. ~As happens to be the
case in conventional spin-1/2 sample spinning, the final
muthal rotation in thisV2 transformation—corresponding t
rotations of the axis of sample spinning about theB0

field—is immaterial and can consequently be set to zero.! In
terms of Wigner matrices$Dm,m8

(2) %22<m,m8<2 these transfor-
mations involve

aS~ t !5 (
n522

2

D0,n
~2!~V1!Dn,0

~2!~V2!, ~35a!

f S~ t !5 (
n522

2

D0,n
~2!~V1!Dn,21

~2! ~V2!,

f S* ~ t !5 (
n522

2

D0,n
~2!~V1!Dn,1

~2!~V2!, ~35b!

gS~ t !5 (
n522

2

D0,n
~2!~V1!Dn,22

~2! ~V2!,

gS* ~ t !5 (
n522

2

D0,n
~2!~V1!Dn,2

~2!~V2!. ~35c!

It is worth noting that in the absence of sample rotation
second of these tensor transformations can be set equ
unity and then thef S , gS functions will become equivalen
to thef, g expressions appearing in the static case, excep
the fact that in the latter case the~a,b,g! angles describe the
relation between quadrupolar and Zeeman axes systems

It is now possible to exploit the fact that the frequency
sample rotationv r will in general be much smaller than an
of the other relevant frequencies involved (vq , v0), in order
to analyze the spinning overtone NMR experiment along
same lines that were set up above in the treatment of s
samples. Indeed the slow rate of sample rotation justifies
adiabatic approximation whereby the spin system will b
have at all moments as an eigenstate of the Laboratory fr
HamiltonianHZ1HQ(t);25 the spinning overtone analys
can then proceed as described for the static case albe
volving now a transformation into a slowly modulated tilte
frame. This approach leads to the excitation of density m
trix elements that are formally analogous to those given
Eqs. ~24!–~28!, but with the f and g functions replaced by
f S(t) andgS(t). Similar arguments can be used in the de
vation of theS1

R detection operator, which will now becom

S1
R ~ t !5F 0

e

2
@ f S~ t !cosx1gS~ t !sinx#

0 0
G . ~36!

It can also be shown that even in this spinning case thg
dependence of thef S(t), gS(t) functions remains analogou
to that characterizing the static sample experiment@Eq. ~7!#:
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f S~ t !5 (
n522

2

Fn~b,x!ein~vr t1g!, ~37a!

gS~ t !5 (
n522

2

Gn~b,x!ein~vr t1g!, ~37b!

where the complete expressions of$Fn ,Gn%22<n<2 are sum-
marized in the Appendix.

The explicit time dependence that these equations
dict for theS1

R operator is unusual, and will in turn result i
hitherto unnoticed features in the overtone NMR spectra
spinning solids. Indeed, even if it is assumed that the sp
ning rate exceeds the strength of the overtone anisotro
~i.e., v r@v (2)), overtone signals will exhibit a time
oscillatory behavior arising from the modulation of their d
tection operator. This dependence will reflect in the FID

S~ t !5e2c~t,a,b,g,x!expF i2E
t

t

v~2!~ t8!dt8G
3 (

m522

2

(
n50

2

Hmn~b,x!eim~vr t1g! cos~ng!, ~38!

where for the sake of simplicity we have disregarded
effects of sample spinning during the excitation of the po
der overtone coherences~i.e., we have assumed an overto
pulse widtht much smaller than the rotor period 2p/v r).
Equation~38!, whose coefficients are detailed in the Appe
dix, is written in a format analogous to the one employ
during the static analysis@Eq. ~32!# in order to stress the fac
that upon spinning, theeimg factors associated with the sig
nal detection will gain an additionalmv r t time modulation.
This in turn will split the original static powder pattern into
series of components positioned at 0,6v r , and 62v r ,
which are unrelated to the usual spinning sidebands’ m
folds arising from the time modulation ofv (2)(t8) or to
Berry-type modulations of the spin quantization axis.33 As
can be appreciated from a comparison between the varia
angle-spinning spectra predicted by these time-domain
nals and their static sample counterparts~Fig. 6!, this extra
phenomenon will result in most cases in an apparent bro
ening and an overall complication of the spectral line in sp
of the ongoing scaling of second-order quadrupole aniso
pies.

It may be instructive to briefly discuss the physical o
gin behind this behavior in terms of the simple radialB1

gradient analogy introduced above. Toward this end cons
an isolated spin-1/2 system confined in space and free f
any internal interactions, whose magnetization has been
cited by a 90° pulse into thex axis of its rotating frame@Fig.
7~A!#. Since spins in such a system are assumed confine
a small spatial region, their detection operator will n
change appreciably over the sample volume and their sig
will be detectable even by an inhomogeneousB1 receiver
coil; the resulting rotating-frame FID will thus look like
constant, and its signal will appear at zero frequency.
however, the sample is now rotated at a ratev r about the
symmetry axis of theB1 field @Fig. 7~B!#, the spin magneti-
zation will appear to be executing a periodic motion w
respect to the detection operator which for all practical p
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 6. Spinning speed dependence predicted for the overtone spectra as a function of different spinning/irradiation angles with respect to th
magnetic field. All calculations considered a single14N powder site with coupling and acquisition parameters as described in Fig. 1 and 1000b and g
orientations. A 5ms pulse placed at the exact overtone conditionv irr52v0 was considered in the excitation of the spins.
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poses is indistinguishable from a rotating frame precess
occurring at a frequencyv r ; after Fourier transformation
sample rotation will thus result in the resonance being shi
from its Larmor frequency by an offsetv r . The same be-
havior will actually be observed if one considers not a sm
sample region but a sample occupying the complete volu
of the coil, provided that the same spatially inhomogene
B1 coil that is used for the excitation is used for the sign
detection and that the sample is rotated as a rigid body. T
scenario is in fact very similar to the one occurring in ov
tone spectroscopy, except for the fact that inhomogenities
in this case generated by quadrupole interactions rather
by specially designed gradient coils, and thus their spinn
rate dependencies are more complex than simplyv r .

IV. REMOVAL OF SECOND-ORDER OVERTONE NMR
ANISOTROPIES

As mentioned in Sec. I, one of the motivations for t
present analysis was to explore the feasibility of retriev
isotropic solid state14N NMR spectra from powdered
samples. To do so one could exploit overtone’s built-in
pability to bypass first-order quadrupole effects, but it is s
necessary to combine this technique with some other me
capable of removing the sizable second-order quadrup
anisotropies remaining in its line shapes. Unfortunately, n
of the schemes that have so far been successfully applie
the removal of these anisotropies in cases of half-inte
quadrupolar nuclei appears to have a straightforward
trapolation to the case under consideration. Although M
MAS could be a potentially useful approach to the line n
rowing of NMR spectra arising from integer spins withS
>2, its demand for two independent transitions that shal
simultaneously free from first-order quadrupolar broadeni
prevents its utilization inS51 cases like14N. The spinning
characteristics described in Sec. III also deprive DOR fr
many potential applications, as they predict that overto
Downloaded 14 Oct 2001 to 132.76.33.15. Redistribution subject to AI
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lines will split and shift by various multiples of both th
inner and outer rotor spinning speeds during the course
the signal detection and thereby seriously complicate
resolution of chemically inequivalent sites. Similar comp
cations should also affect overtone DAS experiments; ye
is discussed below, a more detailed analysis predicts
under certain conditions these complications will not
present and thus the acquisition of high resolution solid s
14N NMR spectra should be feasible.

The sequence that we will consider toward the clarific
tion of this issue is summarized in Fig. 8; it consists of
initial evolution periodt1 during which the sample is spun a
an anglex1 with respect to the external field, a mixing tim
during which overtone coherences are stored while the ro
ing sample undergoes a mechanical realignment, and a
acquisition periodt2 during which the overtone signal i

FIG. 7. Qualitative explanation for the peculiar shifts and splittings aris
in overtone NMR upon sample spinning. In static cases~A! an on-resonance
magnetization~the thick arrow!, once excited, will not move with respect t
the axes of its rotating frame~thin arrows! and thereby it will lead to a
zero-frequency signal. Spinning the sample makes the axes of the rot
frame time dependent~B!, and therefore even on-resonance magnetizati
will appear to be precessing at a ratev r and result in offseted signals.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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monitored while the sample is spun about an axisx2 . Fol-
lowing the guidelines established for the analysis of ha
integer quadrupolar nuclei,10,34 the only angles$x1 ,x2% that
will be considered correspond to combinations capable
simultaneously removing all anisotropies arising from t
first-order shielding and second-order quadrupolar inte
tions; dipolar couplings will be assumed negligible or bei
suppressed by decoupling means. A question that might a
upon considering such a sequence concerns the exact m
ing of ‘‘storing’’ and ‘‘recalling’’ overtone coherences; a
discussed in Sec. II, however, overtone experiments ca
accurately pictured in terms of conventional$Sx ,Sy ,Sz%
spin-1/2 operators, for which the meaning of these proce
is clear. Also worth noting is the fact that6nv r shifts asso-
ciated with the time dependence of the overtone detec
operator due to sample spinning~Sec. III! will not be active
during thet1 evolution period, since as is customary in 2
NMR these coherences will not be directly detected as v
ages but rather encoded indirectly via their modulations

FIG. 8. The DAS NMR sequence considered in the study, analogous to
one normally employed for the sharpening of half-integer quadrupole r
nances except for its use of overtone NMR pulses.
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the final signal amplitude.35 Strong spinning sidebands ca
still be expected along the indirect frequency domain ow
to a t1-dependent modulation of the excitation and storag
Hamiltonians similar to the one that has recently been id
tified in MQMAS NMR;36,37 this, however, will not consti-
tute a severe line broadening mechanism and as it is sh
by the simulations below its presence can well be tolerat

The appearance for each chemical site of multiple po
der patterns along the directly detected domain still con
tutes an obstacle that needs to be overcome. To do so
instructive to analyze theS(t1 ,t2) signals resulting at the
conclusion of a DAS procedure for different sets of comp
mentary DAS angles, taking as starting point Eq.~31!. Ac-
cording to this expression, deduced for static samples
extendible in a straightforward manner to spinning cas
overtone signals can be expressed as a superposition of
sets of line shapes possessing differentx scaling behaviors
~sin2 x, cos2 x, sin2 x). For two values ofx, 0° and 90°, these
multiple line shapes will simplify into a single set. Furthe
more it can be shown that forx50° only theH11 term in Eq.
~38! is different from zero, and this leads to a resonance t
is in shape identical to a nonspinning powder pattern
shifted from the latter by the spinning speedv r . No addi-
tional spinning sidebands are expected under these co
tions due to the time independence of thev (2) interaction.
Moreover, since$x1563°, x250°% constitutes a pair of
complementary DAS angles, this solution appears as the
timum choice for achieving the complete removal of t
overtone anisotropies. This speculation is validated by NM
calculations resulting from the full density matrix propag
tion of a spin system undergoing DAS~Fig. 9!. In all cases,
these calculations predict that long-lived time domain ech
will appear at thet1 /t2 ratios predicted by the refocusin
conditions of second-order anisotropies.34,38 Even for a
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e
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d at
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FIG. 9. DAS overtone NMR results calculated for th
indicated pairs of complementary$x1 ,x2% angles. The
2D time domain data sets~the left-hand column! were
obtained by numerically propagating an initially equil
brated density matrixr05Sz through all the stages of
the experiment. A single14N powder site possessing th
coupling and acquisition parameters described in Fig
was considered, and sample spinning was assume
20 kHz. The thick lines inside each set describe t
slopes expected for the second-order quadrupole ech
~1, 0.8, and 5, respectively!. The 2D frequency domain
spectra~the center column! illustrate the results ex-
pected after Fourier processing and shearing the ti
domain data; the result of projecting each of these d
sets into their isotropic dimensions leads to the spec
~magnitude! shown in the right-hand column.
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single 14N powder site, however, a multitude of spinnin
sidebands can be observed for all 2D NMR spectra exc
for the one involving the$x1563°, x250°% combination.
This implies that all other DAS alternatives will be unsu
able for the resolution of inequivalent sites in a samp
mainly by virtue of the spinning-induced shifts and splittin
that characterize the overtone signal acquisition.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The present work described an extension of we
established theoretical methods involving the time propa
tion of density matrices to the evaluation of the14N overtone
NMR experiment. As expected, the predictions made by
time-domain approach coincide with those of previously
scribed transition moment analyses when dealing w
single-pulse experiments performed on nonspinning sam
and involving short excitation pulses. Density matrices, ho
ever, also provide the framework which is needed for
evaluation of more complex coherent manipulations of
spins; as examples of these applications we have discu
optimized single-pulse excitation conditions, differences, a
similarities between time-domain multiple-quantum a
overtone methods, the possibility of exciting as well as st
ing evolving overtone coherences, the effects of variab
angle sample spinning on overtone spectra, and the feas
ity of improving the spectral resolution by overtone DA
NMR. We also expect this density matrix analysis to serve
a suitable starting point for the detailed evaluation of ot
types of coherent manipulations including sensitivity e
hancement procedures based on cross polarization, the
bined use of overtone and multiple-quantum strategies,
the implementation of overtone composite pulses.15,16,39,40

Theoretical and experimental investigations of these pro
dures are currently under way.
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APPENDIX

We summarize here the expressions of the various p
nomials and functions introduced in Eqs.~31!, ~32!, ~37!, and
~38!.

The coefficients involved in thex-dependent description
of the static overtone FID@Eq. ~31!# are

c~t,a,b,g,x!5
aBv1

2l1
$un1u2@12exp~2il1t!#

2un2u2@12exp~2il2t!#%, ~A1!

d1~a,b,g!5$@3 sin2 b1h cos 2a~11cos2 b!#cos 2g

22h sin 2a cosb sin 2g%g~a,b,g!, ~A2!

d2~a,b,g!5@ 1
2 sin 2b~32h cos 2a!cosg

2h sin 2a sinb sing# f ~a,b,g!, ~A3!
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,

-
a-

is
-
h
es
-
e
e
ed
d

r-
-
il-

s
r
-
m-

nd

e-

-
-

y-

d3~a,b,g!5 1
2$@

1
2 sin 2b~32h cos 2a!cosg

2h sin 2a sinb sing#g~a,b,g!

1@~3 sin2 b1h cos 2a~11cos2 b!!

3cos 2g22h sin 2a cosb sin 2g#

3 f ~a,b,g!%, ~A4!

where the definitions off, g, aB , l1 , l2 , n1 , and n2 are
given in Eqs.~7!, ~23!, ~24!, and~26!.

In addition to thec coefficient introduced in Eq.~A1!,
the coefficients required to rewrite the single pulse overto
FID in terms of its explicitg dependencies@Eq. ~32!# are

h11~a,b,x!5 1
2 sin 2b~32h cos 2a!cos2 xF~a,b!,

~A5!

h12~a,b,x!5 1
2@3 sin2 b1h cos 2a~11cos2 b!#

3sin 2xF~a,b!, ~A6!

h21~a,b,x!5 1
4 sin 2b~32h cos 2a!sin 2xG~a,b!,

~A7!

h22~a,b,x!5@3 sin2 b1h cos 2a~11cos2 b!#

3sin2 xG~a,b!, ~A8!

k11~a,b,x!52h sin 2a sinb cos2 xF~a,b!, ~A9!

k12~a,b,x!52h sin 2a cosb sin 2xF~a,b!, ~A10!

k21~a,b,x!52 1
2 h sin 2a sinb sin 2xG~a,b!, ~A11!

k22~a,b,x!522h sin 2a cosb sin2 xG~a,b!, ~A12!

where the definitions ofF, G are given in Eq.~8!.
The functions that are needed for describing the ti

dependencies off S(t), gS(t)(h50) in the case of a rotating
sample@Eq. ~37!# are

F0~b,x!5 3
4~3 cos2 b21!sin 2x, ~A13!

F1~b,x!5 3
4 sin 2b~cos 2x1cosx!, ~A14!

F21~b,x!5 3
4 sin 2b~cos 2x2cosx!, ~A15!

F2~b,x!52 3
8 sin2 b~sin 2x12 sinx!, ~A16!

F22~b,x!52 3
8 sin2 b~sin 2x22 sinx!, ~A17!

G0~b,x!5 3
2~3 cos2 b21!sin2 x, ~A18!

G1~b,x!5 3
4 sin 2b~sin 2x12 sinx!, ~A19!

G21~b,x!5 3
4 sin 2b~sin 2x22 sinx!, ~A20!

G2~b,x!53 sin2 b cos4~x/2!, ~A21!

G22~b,x!53 sin2 b sin4~x/2!. ~A22!

Finally, the coefficients that are involved in the tim
dependent description of the overtone FID upon sample s
ning @Eq. ~38!# are:c(t,a,b,g,x) as in Eq.~A1! ~because of
the short-pulse-width assumption!; then
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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H00~b,x!5 9
4~3 cos2 b21!2 sin2 x, ~A23!

H10~b,x!5 9
8~3 cos2 b21!sin 2b sinx~cosx111sin2 x!,

~A24!
H210~b,x!5 9

8~3 cos2 b21!sin 2b sinx~cosx212sin2 x!,

~A25!
H20~b,x!5 9

8~3 cos2 b21!sin2 b sin2 x~11cosx!, ~A26!

H220~b,x!5 9
8~3 cos2 b21!sin2 b sin2 x~12cosx!, ~A27!

H01~b,x!5 9
8~3 cos2 b21!2 sin 2b sin 2x, ~A28!

H11~b,x!5 9
8 sin2 2b cosx~cosx111sin2 x!, ~A29!

H211~b,x!5 9
8 sin2 2b cosx~cosx212sin2 x!, ~A30!

H21~b,x!5 9
16 sin 2b sin2 b sin 2x~11cosx!, ~A31!

H221~b,x!5 9
16 sin 2b sin2 b sin 2x~12cosx!, ~A32!

H02~b,x!5 9
4~3 cos2 b21!sin2 b sin2 x, ~A33!

H12~b,x!5 9
8 sin2 b sin 2b sinx~cosx111sin2 x!, ~A34!

H212~b,x!5 9
8 sin2 b sin 2b sinx~cosx212sin2 x!, ~A35!

H22~b,x!5 9
8 sin4 b sin2 x~11cosx!, ~A36!

H222~b,x!5 9
8 sin4 b sin2 x~12cosx!. ~A37!
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